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vuqokn&fl)kar % dforkvksa ds vkyksd esa
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12

Nor word for word too faithfully translate

13
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15
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16

17

Roscommon 
Your author always will give the best advise
Fall when he falls, and when he rises rise.22
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23

24

Roscommon 

25

27
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28

Such is our pride, our folly or our fate
That few but such as cannot write, translate.

(Sir John Danham to Sir R. Fanshaw)
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28
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In the Beginning was the word,
Here am I balked: who can help afford?
The Word? impossible so high to rate it,
And otherwise must I translate it.34

That servile path thou nobly dost decline,
Of tracing word by word, and line by line.
A new and nobler way thou dost persue,
To make translations and translators too.
They but preserve the ashes, thou the flame,
True to his sense, but truer to his fame.

(Sir Danham to Sir R. Fanshaw)

35
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48



lanHkZ
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Roscommon : Essay on translated verse

Dryden and the Art of Translation, 1916, by William Fraser
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dfork dk vuqokn
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ewy ,d % vuqokn vusd

Marin Sorescu

Translation

I was sitting an exam.
In a dead language.
And I had to translate myself
From man into ape.

I played it cool.
First translating a text
From a forest.

But the translation got harder
As I drew nearer to myself.
With some effort
I found, however, satisfactory equivalents
For nails and the hair on the feet

Around the knees.
I started to stammer.
Towards the heart my hand began to shake.
And blotted the paper with light.
Still, I tried to patch it up
with the hair or the chest.
But utterly failed.
At the soul.
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vuqokn&2

vuqokn



vuqokn&1

vuqokn
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vuqokn&3

vuqokn



vuqokn&4

vuqokn
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ewy ,d % vuqokn vusd

mnkgj.k && 1

vaxzsth vuqokn They say the Lion and the Lizard keep
The Courts where Jamshyd gloried and drank deep;
And Bahram that great Hunter, --the Wild Ass
Stamps o'er his Head, and he lies fast asleep.

(Fitzgerald, Quatrain17)
fganh vuqokn (1)

fganh vuqokn (2)
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mnkgj.k && 2

vaxzsth vuqokn Here with a Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough,
A Flask of Wine, a book of Verse - and Thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness –
And Wilderness is Paradise enow.

(Fitzgerald, Quatrain XI)
fganh vuqokn (1)

fganh vuqokn (2)
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fganh vuqokn (3)

mnkgj.k && 3

vaxzsth vuqokn Dreaming when Dawn's Left Hand was in the Sky
I heard a Voice within the Tavern cry,
"Awake, my Little ones, and fill the Cup
Before Life's Liquor in its Cup be dry".

(Fitzgerald, Rubiyat of Omar Khayyam, Sl.–2)
fganh vuqokn (1)

fganh vuqokn (2)
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fganh vuqokn (3)

fganh vuqokn (4)

fganh vuqokn (5)
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ewy ,d % vuqokn vusd
¼teZu dfork dk vaxzsth vuqokn½

Gunter Grass
Tr. : Norbert Jost

What Must Be Said

Why am I silent, conceal already too long time,
What is apparent and has been simulated
in exercises, at the end of which we the survivors
may at best be footnotes.
It is the alleged entitlement for a first strike,
which could extinguish the Iranian people,
— subjugated by a big mouth and
directed to organized jubilations —
because one assumes
the making of a nuclear bomb.

Alas, why do I restrain myself
to name the name of the other country,
where since years-although kept secret —
a growing nuclear potential (is) available,
albeit beyond control, because inaccessible
for any examination?

The general silence of this fact,
which my silence has subordinated itself to,
I feel to be a burdensome lie
and as coercion, which promises punishment,
soon as it is not complied with;
the verdict "antisemitism" is ready at hand.

However, now, that my country,
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which is confronted with its very own crimes
which are unique without comparison,
again and again and made to answer for,
is about to deliver, routinely and business like,
even though with a nimble tongue declared as reparation,
is to supply Israel another submarine, the speciality of which
is to deliver all-destructive warheads
to where the existence
of a single nuclear bomb is unproven,
only "proven" by the strength of fear
I say, what must be said.

But why did I remain silent so far?
Because I was of the opinion, that where I am from,
which is stained with a never removable satin,
forbids me, to dare confronting Israel
the country I am attached to and want to remain so,
with this fact as an outright spoken truth.

Why do I speak now only,
aged and with the last ink:
The nuclear power Israel endangers
the world's peace, ever so delicate anyhow?

Because it must be said,
what already tomorrow could be too late;
also because we — as Germans burdened enough —
could become suppliers of a crime,
which can be foreseen, and why our complicity
could not be made undone by any of the usual evasions.

And admitted: I do not remain silent anymore,
because I am weary of the hypocrisy of the West;
moreover, it is hoped,
may many free themselves of the bondage of silence
demand from the originators of the discernible danger
the renunciation of all violence and
simultaneously insist,
that an unhindered and permanent control
of Israeli nuclear potential
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and of Iranian nuclear facilities
through an international entity
will be permitted by the governments of both countries.

Only this way, everybody, Israelis and Palestinians
even more, all human beings, who live as enemies
next to each other in this region, occupied by madness,
can be helped — ultimately us, too.



fganh vuqokn % 1

tks t:j dgk tkuk pfg,
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412  %  



fganh vuqokn % 2

tks t:j dgk tkuk pfg,
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ewy ,d % vuqokn vusd
ewy dfork

Rainer Maria Rilke

The Panther

 His gaze, going past those bars,
has got so misted

with tiredness, it can take in
nothing more.

He feels as though a thousand
bars existed,

 and no more world beyond them
than before.

Those supply powerful paddings,
turning there

in tiniest of circles, well might be
the dance of forces round a

centre where
some mightly will stands

paralyticly.

Just now and then the pupils'
noiseless shutter

is lifted. - Then an image will
indart,

 down through the limbs' intensive
stillness flutter,

and end its being in the heart.


vuqokn % 1

xqynkj
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vuqokn&2

rsanqvk



vuqokn&3

rsanqvk
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ejkBh vuqokn

thou lR;



ewy fganh dfork

thou lR;
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* Sunita, J.N.U. New Delhi-110067

ewy dfork

W.B. Yeats

Death

Nor dread nor hope attend
A dying animal;

A man awaits his end
Dreading and hoping all;

Many times he died,
Many times rose again.

A great man in his pride
Confronting murderous men

Casts derision upon
supersession of breath;

He knows death to the bone --
Man has created death.



fganh vuqokn

xqynkj
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ewy fganh dfork

ftanxh] 'kgj vkSj pkSjkgk
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ejkBh vuqokn

thou] 'kgj vkf.k pkSd
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vaxzsth vuqokn

Surya Kant Tripathi ‘Nirala’
Trans. : Raj Kumar Saini

A Thick Dusk Around
the Pond...

A thick dusk around the pond,
Bowers of painted leaves and flowers,
Mango-branches into watery mirror

                 peep;
A campus of darkness vast and deep.

Solitary shores frozen in silence,
Glowing worm spark'd astray
hither thither gleam'd in fray,

Hilly wind spray'd wild fragrance,
Coco's fann'd as if Order moved,
Palm--trees stared all around...

The romantic bird calling from latent
                 shelter,

Jackals stroll'd at ease;
Dawn flashed...and a star brightened,
Waves peep'd up from the pond,
The Star, sparkled in the night of

                 heart.


ewy dfork

tyk'k; ds fdukjs
dqgjh Fkh
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ewy dfork

Lusg fu>Zj cg x;k gS



vaxzsth vuqokn

Surya Kant Tripathi ‘Nirala’
Trans. : Raj Kumar Saini

Tide of Love

Tide of love, lowered fast,
A body of sand it leaved at last.

Mango-bower looks forlorn...
For seasonal bird, they left her lone,
She whispers on with melancholy

tone,
A meaning-less verse and the life

charred.

I served the world with flowers and
fruits,

with grace and made it more to suit;
A time of growth... an undying

youth.
 All glorious lives then wore that

mask.

Ah ! Sweet-love, that never returns,
and play on arms that sun blackens,
A veil of dark over heart thickens,
"Un-noticed!" said the poet, who

passed...


* Literal equlvelance has been avoided
to retain imagery.
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vaxzsth vuqokn

Trans. : Dr. Satyendra
Prayasi

The black cat's way,
been crossed by me

today

A black cat used to cross my way
Day by Day
I crossed her zigzag way cleverly to

day.
Stared at me.
Mesmerized, "what are you doing,

innocent child ?"
Assigned who, by this unique job to

you she questioned?
By crossing your way
I used to make you frightened,
Used to make your resolutions

shaken,
your determined dreams were being

erased by me,
It was I only, who was Fading your

commitments,
Diverting your fate even.
But now what's all this?
By transforming yourself in me,
Adopting my tact,
What! actually do you tend to prove
That the "Kalyuga" has virtually
        come!



ewy dfork

eSaus fcYyh dk jkLrk dkVk
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ewy ejkBh dfork

nq%[k



fganh vuqokn

nq%[k
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ewy ejkBh dfork

lq[k
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fganh vuqokn

lq[k
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ewy dfork

esjh vken
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vaxzsth vuqokn

Sheoraj Singh Bechain
Trans. : Tapan Basu

My Arrival

At the end of my travels, I remember my pauses — the house
I dwelt in and the people with whom I stayed.

My strength, most of all, I have derived from those who were
wretched like myself.

Both friends and foes, distant or near, everybody I  encountered
revealed a human self, despite differences from each other in
caste and creed.

For centuries I, mute and long-suffering, have been spoken about,
misrepresented, by people who do not know me.

Of what avail is it to listen to half-truths? Let those who want to
hear the real story hear it from me.

The story of my childhood, which is the childhood story of millions
of children, I dedicate to those who might be their saviours.

My own rescued life has enabled me to bring my story up to this
point, I promise to tell more tomorrow to those who are eager for
the narrative to continue.
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ewy dfork ¼vesfjdh½

Carl Sandberg

Fog

The fog comes
on little cat feet.

It sits looking
over harbor and city
on silent haunches
and then moves on.



fganh vuqokn

dksgjk
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ewy dfork ¼vesfjdh½

Carl Sandberg

Grass

Pile the bodies high at Auserlitz and
     Waterloo,

Shovel them under and let me work -
I am the grass; I cover all.

And pile them high at Gettysburg
And pile them high at Ypres and

      Verdun.
Shovel them under and let me work.
Two years, ten years, and
passengers ask the conductor:

What place is this?
Where are we now?

I am the grass.
Let me work.



fganh vuqokn

?kkl
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vlfe;k ewy dfork

lkxj nsf[kNk\



fganh vuqokn

lkxj ns[kk gS\
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uhxzks ¼vesfjdh½ vuwfnr dfork

eSa ns[krk gw¡ nqfu;k dk LoIu
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iatkch&fganh&vaxzsth vuqokn

Trans.: Sunita

Dreams

Everyone cannot hope to dream.
The particles of dead explosives.
The fire without a spark cannot hope
to dream.
for those hand raised in prayer.
Sweating palms cannot hope to
dream.
When left alone in shelves.
Historical epics cannot hope to
dream.
For dreams, it is necessary to
ensure.
The presence of enduring hearts.
To ensure dreams.
The sight of sleep is necessary.
For this reason
Everyone cannot hope to dream.



iatkch&fganh vuqokn

lius
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Lisfu'k dfork,¡

ge Nk;k rd ugha % dfork laxzg ls
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iksfy'k dfork

Ckanj
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iksfy'k dfork

fu"Øe.k djrs yksx
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fganh&vaxzsth vuqokn

Kunwar Narain
Trans.: Apurva Narain

Selected Poems

The Qutab's Precinct

All the things in my mind
were otherwise absolutely clear and chronological

that each city had
its histories and modernities
its city squares and thoroughfares
lasses and lads
rivers bridges gardens parks
difficulties and amenities
similarities and specialities
its palaces and forts
museums galleries theatres
its writers artists stars
and legends of martyrs
its epics, armies, ports and airports.

The map of each city’s geography and history
was absolutely clear in my mind

That one day,
in the zoo of Lucknow or maybe Krakow,
while rambling, there rambled in my mind
the map of the entire world
and man’s entire history…
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In what time am I?
Where have I come from? In what city am I?

In Kafka’s Prague
in a small room, No. 22 Golden Lane?
Or in the by-lanes of Venice?
Or in Ballimaran?
Am I in the grand palaces of Habsburg?
Or in Wawel Castle? Or the Diwan-e-Khas of the Red Fort?

When I returned I saw
standing in Humayun’s tomb or maybe the Qutab’s precinct,
a new riddle of Amir Khusro
connecting
to the chronicle of the arts, another link.



Come, But Like This

come
but like this
that you come not in recognition this time

as though not you
but in your place
a haze
a mist
wearing the bleary light of the setting sun

come
when the time is too short
and there is the endless to attain
I am in a big hurry to go somewhere
and, impatient to take me there,
an unknown lane

come then
so that it seems
someone knocked at the door
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no one is there
yet let it seem that one came
so intimate
so bodiless
like a waft of wind

then melt into me and pass
as though had passed
an entire age



Before Turning Him Away Empty-Handed

Why does he have to come back
again and again into the same world
carrying that same empty vessel?

Why does he have to go back
each time the same way
empty-handed?

Putting a fistful of grain
look into his bowl

Is what we gave
perchance not smaller than his modesty?

Look not at the bare earthen urn
but at his eyes full of compassion

Is the beggar come to our door
perhaps not Buddha himself?



A Green Forest

A green forest blazes in your veins,
fire in the hem of your dress…

I wish to snatch you away from
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the many contexts of your unease
and before it turns to ash
save that whole vista
in some other world of our dream-make.

Flames
brush the cool bliss of a new coast
and recede.



Horoscope

Reposed on flowers, often
I have thought about the dew –

dribbling luminous dots onto petals
with nibs of sunlight,
what astrologer
assembled the difficult horoscope
of this shimmering firmament?
And then why, in a flash,
does he disarrange this gilding?
From one to zero
whose this geometrical cynical yawn?

And then I have thought them too –
strewn beneath trees
the bedraggled leaves…
What in their arithmetic
are these warps n’ weaves?
The wind tots up something:
picks leaves fallen somewhere,
puts them somewhere.
At times, snaps off a few leaves from a stem,
just like that, crumples them up, tosses them.

At times, spreads a new page – up to the sky’s periphery,
and goes on doodling … tree... tree… tree…
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By The Sea

This night
by the sea
we are walking in this belief

that there
frolicking in moonlight
we will see mermaids:

On that porous sand
where the wet of waves would have waltzed
we will sit
pensive
hushed
mixed up in that same tender sight:

And thereupon will rise from the sea’s mystery-womb
the shimmering illusion of silver-blue mermaids,
voluptuous spree of revelry,
the bodiless union of their angelic passions,
which, today, we will see,
and whose detached twinkle of a memory
 – a surrender to beauty –
will only remain a sweet dream’s burden ….
tomorrow
on their minds
when these nictitating tides wake up surprised…
in the vivid flush of their pink faces
veiled love-sagas will smile:

and whose secret
only you and I will know.



When One Can't Remain Human

Actually I am not the one you
saw floundering on the ground.

You may have seen me fleeing
from pain to empathy.
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If times are bad, one can’t remain human. He too
must have been human like you and me. But

I assure you
he was no one to me, whom you too

heard scream away for help in the dark
before his breath gave out.

Perhaps in that same difficult time
when I, like a scared animal,

scurried to safety and left him alone,
he, like a snared animal,

turned bloody.



Off Centred

I do not wish to flee life,
I wish to connect to it –
to jolt it
on its imaginary axle
at that very point where
it is most vulnerable to poetry,

I wish to first stir
that veiled source of strength,
with poised aim,
then to rivet it
turning it off its bound orbit
to a new axis of endeavour
a progress point
not as mechanical
as tilted a point
more human
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A Long Journey In The Night By Car

As though a squad of storm
combing through dense reeds…
a long file of trees
flanking the bleak tar
and in between them scurrying headlong
a motorcar

– ripping the mountain of night –
– running in the tunnel of light –
– rasping the dark edges –
– rousing the still layers –
– wringing the wind tauter –

All of us in it
and a long breathless silence…
– bringing us together.



The Remaining Poem

The meaning of water falling on leaves
is not the meaning of leaves falling on water.

Between getting life fully
and giving it fully
a full death mark is there.

The remaining poem
is not written with words,
drawing the full existence like a full stop
it is left anywhere…
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vaxszth ls vuqokn

okxh'kk
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vaxzsth dfork

mM+ku
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iatkch dfork

esjh rLohj
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iatkch dfork

yqf/k;kus dh yM+dh
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iatkch dfork

vtuch
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eSfFkyh dfork

rkM+ dk xkN
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eSfFkyh dfork

bl ?kj ij cSBk Fkk fx)
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rsyqxq dfork

thfor v{kj
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rsyqxq vuqokn

?kj cnyuk gksxk
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brkyoh dfork

lHkh iz'uksa dk ,d gh mÙkj
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tkikuh dfork

u;k miou
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baXySaM dh dfork

dksbZ vkneh ijnslh ugha gksrk
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vuqokn % l`tukRed vkbZus esa

vuqokn esa
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¼1½ vuqokn ds lksiku



¼2½ vuqokn % ,d ewY;kadu
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'kCn&dgj
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^lsrq* fj'rksa ds
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i|kuqokn % fofo/k Hkafxek,¡

(1) Soft as the dew from heave'n desceneds,
His gentle accents fell:
The modest stranger lowly bends,
And follows to the cell.

(2) ... ... ... ... ... So flocked.
Kapilavastu's maidens to the gate,
Each with her dark hair newly smoothed and bound,
Eyelashes lustered with the soorma-stick,
Fresh-bathed and scented; all in shawls and cloths.
Of gayest; slender hands and feet new-stained.
With crimson, and the tilka-spots stamped bright.

(3) Ah, make the most of what we yet may spend,
Before we too into the Dust descend;
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Dust into Dust, and under Dust, to lie,
Sans Wine, sans Song, sans Singer, and sans End!

(4) And full-grown lambs loud bleat from hilly bourn;
Hedge-crickets sing; and now with treble soft
The red-breast whistles from a garden-croft;
And gathering swallows twitter in the skies.

(5) The city now doth like a garment wear
The beauty of the morning; silent, bare,
Ships, towers, domes, theatres and temples lie
Open unto the fields, and to the sky, --
All bright and glittering in the smokeless air.

(6) Doth God exact day-labour light dewied
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I fondly ask. But patience to prevent
That murmur soon supplies ... ... ... .

(7) Even today, none in the world
is able to describe my beloved properly.
She is like a lovely beautiful women
ever created by the creator God.
Only that man and no one else --
Who has seen that paragon of beauty
as well as my beloved
might be able to do so.

(8) The fountains mingle with the river
And the rivers with the ocean,
The winds of heaven mix for ever
With a sweet emotion;
Nothing in the world is single;
All things by a law divine
In one spirit meet and mingle.
Why not I with thine?—

See the mountains kiss high heaven
And the waves clasp one another;
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No sister-flower would be forgiven
If it disdained its brother;
And the sunlight clasps the earth
And the moonbeams kiss the sea:
What is all this sweet work worth
If thou kiss not me?

(9)

Upon the Himlaya's losty peak
In the cool shade of an overhanging reliff.
A person sat with wet eyes surveyed
The flowing current of the flood of Doom
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laLÑr&fganh vuqokn

fonqj uhfr ds dqN laLÑr 'yksdksa dk
fganh dkO;kuqokn

laLÑr 'yksd %

dkO;kuqokn %

laLÑr 'yksd %

dkO;kuqokn %

laLÑr 'yksd %

dkO;kuqokn %

laLÑr 'yksd %

dkO;kuqokn %
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d'ehjh dfork

ck¡Vrk tk
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vaxzsth ls vuwfnr

f'kf'kj
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;qxksLyko dfork

,d uD'kk
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MkW- iwjupan VaMu%

dsnkjukFk flag%

MkW- vkseizdk'k flagy%

Ñ".kxksiky vxzoky%

ljyk txeksgu%

MkW- uhfyek flag%

MkW- dqyHkw"k.k 'kekZ%

ukWcZV tkWLV%

MkW- ch-,l- R;kxh%

MkW- Jhukjk;.k lehj%

lfPpnkuan ghjkuan okRL;k;u ^vKs;*%

fouksn 'kekZ%

MkW- Hkxr n'kjFk rqdkjke%

jkt dqekj lSuh%

lR;sanz iz;klh%

defyuh 'k- i'khus%

izks- ';kSjkt flag cspSu%
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riu cklq%

jekukFk f=kikBh%

izks- peuyky%

lquhrk%

v'kksd oktis;h%

eksfudk czksokfpZd ,oa ekfj; Ldkdq; iqjh%

viwoZ ukjk;.k%

ch-,l- R;kxh%

vuhrk iafMr%

MkW- ujsanz eksgu 'kekZ%

jktdey pkSèkjh%

MkW- nso'kadj uohu%

MkW- ,e- jax¸;k%

,l- dkflEch%

MkW- fnus'k panz nhf{kr%

MkW- fouhrk dqekjh% 

MkW- f'kcu Ñ".k jS.kk% 

'ke'ksj cgknqj flag% 

ve`rk izhre% 


